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About This Game

 Exciting indie game based on the legendary film "Island of the Damned".

John Brown is a former detective, best in his staff. Has served more than 30 years and there is not a single case that he has not
guessed! Retired already a year. The other day he received a letter asking him to come to the hospital for mental patients. John
has yet to reveal another difficult matter. The detective will have to face a number of mysteries that the psychiatric hospital has

prepared for him.
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"Curse in our heads" is a 2D quest game in a beautiful, modern pixel art aesthetic. Play the role of detective in secret hospital.
Explore the hospital, communicate with health professionals to learn secrets and solve riddles. Look for the keys to the rooms,

guess the code and then you will come to success.

 Help John learn all the secrets of a psychiatric hospital on a remote island!
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Genre: Indie
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Dankov Games
Publisher:
Dankov Games
Release Date: 9 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 7 32-bit

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Russian
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Surrealistic depressive indi-quest.
6\/10. What more could you want?. I want to recommend this game, I really do. I love the concept of it but I cannot recommend
it.

Plain and simple it's not done, not NEAR done. It's an early access game released and marketed as a full game.

When I bought a "Truck building simulator" I wasn't expecting a truck building simulator with what seems like 3 parts to the
truck.
There's not enough trucks, not near enough parts, not enough tools.

Pros:
\ud83d\udd39-Great concept for a game
\ud83d\udd39Step in the right direction with making it way less grindy than CMS
\ud83d\udd39It's fun for the casual player

Cons:
It's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665for the hardcore, want to take apart an engine, build the truck from the ground up
player
\ud83d\udd38It's marketed as a full game.
\ud83d\udd38Not enough parts
\ud83d\udd38Not enough trucks
\ud83d\udd38I was able to build a truck from part 1 in less than 2 hours of real time. Half of which was running back and forth
getting parts. When I buy a truck building simulator I want a truck building simulator. Not an arcady truck building game that
lets me feel like I've seen all the game has to offer in less than 10 hours.. really good if you're in a pinch. I can't wait to see what
this developer comes up with next. Good work!. Really good game espically for players who like history!. Excellent game. I just
finished act 1 and so far, it’s great. It reminds of Amber: Journeys Beyond, another point and click puzzle game which I love..
Why does this cost money. acording to steam I have 0.2 hours on record and I bought this 2 years ago so I definitly hate it if
you're buying this for a
5-8 year old go ahead any older and you'll be dissapointed.. A year after playing Fatal Twelve, the game and its soundtrack are
still fresh in my mind. This comes as no surprise, considering the fact that I listen to the OST every other week.

I was already impressed by the OST of aiueoKompany's previous game, "sound of drop - fall into poison". The same composer,
Low, has returned for Fatal Twelve and upped the quality even more. These 48(!) tracks accompany us throughout the game's
story. Just listening to them makes me remember the feelings I had while playing. This alone would be worth the purchase. Let
me talk about some pieces in particular.

"Rinka"
When Rinka's theme first played in-game, I stopped reading for a while and just listened to the music. I believe that this is easily
the greatest piece of Fatal Twelve's OST. And there is quite the competition for that title!
This piece carries a whole package of feelings, yet does not rely on those alone. Even someone who never heard of Fatal Twelve
would most likely find this track very enjoyable. It has several sides to it, just like Rinka. I wasn't even aware of how well this
piece fits the character until I had listened to it often enough to notice the subtle "ticking clock" sound effects. That. Is. Genius!

"Villain"
A shorter and rather simple piece, yet one of my favorites. It describes the "villains" perfectly by sounding shady and likeable at
the same time. A dubious bunch that you'll always greet with a grin. That's what this track does for me.

"All For You"
The "truest" of True Ends features a piece of music that makes the ending twice as amazing. "All For You" stands out in this
OST as a track that you'd expect in a movie's finale or maybe as trailer music. I can't get over how it tells you that this scene is
the most important and impactful of the whole story. I'll never forget it.

This was only a small selection of personal favorites. The whole OST is good. If I ever meet Low, the composer, I'll hug them
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tight in thanks for this awesome soundtrack.
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An amazing premisce to a probably amazing futur game.

What i love already :

-Unreal Engine 4, really mastered by the dev, day and night cycle, beautifull sun effect, reflections, lightning and foliage, etc
etc.
-The sound, audio in general, music, gun sounds, everything is top notch.
-The exploration of the island which is huge, and could even get bigger with time.
-The nostalgic feel of games like far cry and with next gen graphics now.

Overall i strongly recommend !!! Will play more and discover more, really am happy with my purchase !!. A brilliant game that
has the player work against other companies to gain dominance over the Solar System.. This game has the potential to be a great
farming simulator. The foundation is there but Unfortunately, I feel they entered early access a little too quickly. Having more
systems in place would have gone a long way to making this a more enjoyable experience. Right now, I sadly can not
recommend this title. More updates and continued communication will go a long way to making this a successful and fun weed
growing simulator.

For some gameplay and a more in-depth First Look check out my video review here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/iPX1hsQrDiQ. IF YOU HAVE A BIG SPACE!

Unfortunately my space is just not big enough, which is really disappointing because i love what they are doing in this game.. I
watched SweViver's YouTube Video on this Game and I was Sold...Purchased while on Sale!
Note: I'm Not A Serious Golfer...But, I do pretty well overall... VR Everyday Golf is Fun!
Pros: -Beautiful Graphics
  - Cool Replay Screen
  - Information Screens Look Sharp and Easy to Read
  - Alot of Fun Courses to Play!

Cons: - Controls need improving... Not Realistic Feeling...

  I Enjoyed Playing this Game and Hopefully Once The Controls get Worked Out! It will be even
  more Enjoyable! Rather, it is Raining,Snowing, Or Too Hot OutSide...I Can Play Golf
  Everyday! via VR Everyday Golf! :-). I want to really like the game but for me it still isn't clicking just yet. I think it has
potential and the premise is interesting. I like the challenge of managing your momentum and sometimes the oxygen canister is
just out of reach as I zoom by which makes for some fun and intense moments.

For the love of the gooey space gods, please reduce the rate at which the meteor showers occur. (Or let this be player adjustable)
I like the gameplay element of them (find and duck behind some space trash) but right now they are spawning every 15 to 20
seconds and it is ruining the fun of the game for me. Also, thank you for allowing control customizations for the oculus touch.
Sometimes the grip mechanic is a bit buggy, and I find I clip through objects sometimes.

I know it is early access, and I look forward to this game getting better, and jumping back into it at a later time.. I adore this
game so much!. In general its quite an okay game, the layout needs a little work and so do the mechanics but its enjoyable.

What really pisses me off at times is the random logic applied. How are you gonna have my team have 25 total shots with 2 on
target and 0 goals.
I lose these types of matches 1 - 0 or 2 - 0 and have my team have an average performance of 8/10.

It just pisses you off when you have a situation of a 1 v 1 in front of goal and 75% of the time your player can't even shoot on
target.

UPDATE: Just played a game where I had 38 total shots and 4 on target, the game ended 0 - 0. My striker has a 19 in finishing
and 10 in long shots (20 is max), I don't understand how this game works. I didn't even start playing this game when I decided I
did not like it. First of all I cannot make it full screen. not that big of a deal but also I could not figure out how to get into the
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options so I could change the key bindings if it was even possible that was enough to ruin the game for me no full screen and
weird controls that I could not figure out how to change
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